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SC 1785  RODES, John Barret, 1870-1970

1 folder.  5 items.  1944-1981.  Original and photocopies.

1981.113.1

**BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD**

1785  1870-1970

Copy of letter from John B. Rodes, Bowling Green, Kentucky to his daughter Mary (Rodes) Helm in which he discusses instances of lynchings and mob violence in Warren and Logan Counties. Includes letter from Mary Helm in which she donates letter to the Kentucky Building at Western Kentucky University.

1 folder.  5 items.  Original and photocopies

1981.113.1

**SUBJECT ANALYTICS**

African Americans – Bowling Green – Relating to
African Americans – Logan County – Relating to
Browder, Rufus – Relating to
Handy, Riley Dean, 1941-2010 – Correspondence, 1981
Harper, Robert, 1870?-1892 – Relating to
Helm, Mary Grider (Rodes), 1901-2001
Jones, Robert, d. 1908 – Relating to
Jones, Tom, d. 1908 – Relating to
Jones, Virgil, d. 1908 – Relating to
Lynchings – Bowling Green – Comments about
Lynchings – Russellville – Comments about
Mobs – Bowling Green – Comments about
Mobs – Russellville – Comments about
Riley, Joe, d. 1908 – Relating to
Sims, James C., 1842-1922 – Relating to
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